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forms, now much fewer, fixed in the same places, perfectly
motionless. The offensive seemed to have failed in advance.
I understood from the Emperor's tone that he was not
certain that he could renew it. And besides, we could see
the movement of the Italians coming down the Debara
pass towards Mai Chow. Our own troops were with-
drawing of their own accord.
" There is nothing for Your Majesty to do but retire,95 I
answered, when the Emperor asked me for my views. The
retreat was approved by his entourage and the same day
we were at Aia near the caves recently occupied by the
Emperor.
On the way the son of Ras Kassa said to me : " These
Kabur Zabania! They're no better than our simple
soldiers—and how much money they have cost us ! "
In my view, too, the Imperial Guard had not justified the
hopes reposed in it. Made of a collection of Addis Ababa
townees, recruited without any selective principle and
commanded by illiterate officers most of whom had risen
from the ranks, from the moment that they had passed out
of the care of their Belgian instructors they had lost the
appearance of regular troops. Not once did I see them
conform to any military discipline, or even in ordinary
ranks.
That day we dined in the cave of Rass Kabada, and at
nightfall we were at Aia. Footing it up the high mountain
slope, for the caves were near the summit, we found the
road hard to follow in the darkness and our weariness.
But at last we were on the narrow strip of earth in front of
the grottoes and the Emperor's cave.
Tired and preoccupied, he went on in front. The words
of the French command broke through the night—
" Presenter armes . . . Reposez armes ! " Without looking at
his guards posted at the cave mouth, the Emperor entered
and glanced around him.
Nothing there seemed changed. All that was missing
was that thing that we had left on the high hills facing
Mai Chow, with their light fortifications and the debris of
broken glass spread on the ground and glittering in the
sun ; and that was hope. The Emperor knew well that
the whole force which he commanded in the north had only
confronted the advanced posts of the enemy and had not

